Run 4150 : Joint Run with Gold Coast Hash – 30th September 2013
(BCH3 run 2276 + GCH3 run 1874 = combined 4150 runs)
Hare : Slab
Venue : Shearers Arms Tavern, Ormeau

The 18 hardy runners and walkers from Brisbane Hash who braved the worse than usual
traffic snarl down the South East Freeway were rewarded with an excellent evening with
unknown territory, an entertaining circle and a pub that knows how to look after its
customers. The numbers were bolstered by a good turnout of Gold Coast Hashmen who
sport a bigger ratio of walkers to runners than Brisbane Hash. So when the run started, of
the 13 runners, 6 were from Brisbane, namely JC, Bugs, Scruffy, XXXX, Tinkerbell and myself
plus ex-Brisbane Hashman Veteran.
The trail led through numerous sections of bushland until a CB in the middle of nowhere had
the pack earnestly scouting around for 5 minutes to try and find the trail. Fortunately hare
Slab conveniently appeared on his mountain bike and directed us onto the correct trail. Late
starter Dr Who wasn’t so lucky as he arrived at this point after the pack and had to retrace
the trail back home.
The last part of the trail proved to be a 2 km slog back home along Orange Mountain Road
accompanied by the constant vehicle noise from the Pacific Motorway – so much for
Ormeau being a peaceful rural village.
The circle was jointly run by the Gold Coast GM and our stand-in GM Anchovy. Noticeably
absent was Shat who has obviously gone to ground in the light of a newspaper report which
was circulated amongst all present. This highlighted Peter Foster’s misdemeanours which
included a photo of him living the high life and drinking with his little mate Snappy Thai plus
accounts of his fraudulent activities which include skimming Hash funds.
Snappy Tom was caught out over the weekend at a wedding for firstly ogling at a girls big
tits and then head butting them. He denied the charge and blamed everything on his mate
Little Arseplay who wasn’t there to defend himself. However, Waste of Time had gathered
photographic evidence which was shown around the circle proving Snappy had transgressed
and he was consequently punished on the ice.
The pub provided great value food and drinks – you couldn’t go past their $12 special which
included a voucher that refunded you $3 plus a free pot of beer or a glass of wine.
An excellent evening and I didn’t get home until 10pm which is the latest on a normal
Monday night in the last few years.
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